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Almine Rech Gallery is pleased to announce Eduardo Terrazas’ first personal exhibition in
Paris.
It is thanks to a square painting in the Huichol technique from the Possibilities of a
Structure series dated from 1974, installed in Luis Barragan’s home in Mexico City, that
quite a large number of art lovers have discovered Eduardo Terrazas’ work. He is a
renaissance man in the classic mold and takes pleasure confounding various aesthetic issues
throughout his life - succesfully both as an artist, an architect and urban planner. This
historical Mexican figure has largely been known since 1968 when he created, with the
architect Ramírez Vázquez, the logo and the design elements of the Olympic Games in
Mexico City.
Since 1966, after returning to Mexico from a long period of work and studies abroad in
Europe and the United States, Eduardo Terrazas began a conscious drive to recover and
renovate multiple creative expressions in Mexico. One of the main focal points of Terrazas’
artistic career has been the appropriation of elements belonging to the Mexican craft
tradition and national folk art culture and establishing a constant dialogue between them
and different trends in contemporary art. Through this dialogue Terrazas opened up a
permanent process of renovation and evolution of both traditions.
During the 1970´s, Terrazas experimented with geometry, playing with formal relationships
between geometric elements in countless drawings. He designed works that he then
produced in the Huichol technique, which is made using colored yarn on wax-covered
wood boards. The series Possibilities of a Structure is an endeavor to systematize these formal
geometric games; the structure Terrazas had chosen, which he named Cosmos, would prove,
over the following ten years, to be an unending source of visual exploration. Other
structures like Nine Circles, Diagonals, Grid and Bar Code, would later enhance the concept
of the Possibilities of a Structure series.
In his new opus named Constellations, Eduardo Terrazas is inspired again by Mexican crafts
to produce works made from coloured pearls using an old Indian technique known as
“Chaquira”.
His exhibitions are brightened by giant coloured balloons derived from his childhood
memories; first appearing in the 1968 Olympic Games. Once again, using popular culture,
Eduardo Terrazas took a widely used Mexican toy as a source of inspiration, in this case the
balloons sold to kids in the streets of Mexico.
Eduardo Terrazas is one of the founding artists of the Mexican contemporary art scene long
before Gabriel Orozco or Francis Alÿs.

Eduardo Terrazas was born in 1936 in Guadalajara, Mexico and currently lives and works
in Mexico City.
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He first exhibited his work in 1972 at the Palace of Fine Arts of Mexico City. The next
year, he had exhibitions at the National Museum of Santiago in Chile and at the National
Museum of La Paz in Bolivia. He was also part of Paris Biennale at the Museum of Modern
Art in 1969 and of “Graphics 1: New Dimensions” at the MoMA in 1970. His work has
been totally rediscovered in 2012 at the Jumex Foundation in the Poule! exhibition in
Mexico, and in 2013 at the 11th Sharjah Biennale.
The exhibition will involve works from the following series: Possibilities of a Structure,
Deconstruction of an image, Constellations and Balloons.

